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The co-operative food industry has hitherto been concerned 
only with fl~ur milling and processing of oil-bearing seeds. 

The processing plants are often underutilized due to frequent 
breakdowns, lack of spare parts, weak management, inadequate 
maintenance, insufficient quantities of ra~ materials, and 
transport problems. 

The frequency of breakdown depencs to a very large extent on 
the quality and standard of the ~echanical and electrical i~
stallations in the plants. This, in combination with difficulty 
ir. obtaining spare parts and inadequate maintenance, reduces the 
productivity below.what is acceptable. 

The spare parts problems are to a great extent caused by ~he 
present foreign exchange situ~tion. 

Future measures to remedy the current shortcomings and provide 
a good basis for successful development of the co-operative food 
industry include the folloving: 

acquisition of funds for rehabilitation of existing plants 
through internationai agencies and bilateral aid 

technical assistance for preparation of an integrated pro
gram for each food industry subject tc rehabilitation 

provision of management support and technical assistance 
d..ir".ng a transitionary period of time for operatior. and 
maintenance of food processing plants 

strengthening and expansion of the Research and Development 
Section ~ithin ZCf in order to provide qualified technical 
and economic services to the co-operative movement in the 
country 

dEvelop~ent of a better understanding and awareness of the 
importance of food hygiene in the integrated chain of acti
vities in food processing industries. 
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n-rRODl'CTIOX 

This survey for an assesSI!!ent oF the food-processing co-opera
t ives in Zambia ~as carried out 29 January to 19 February 1966. 

Discussions ~ere held ~ith representatives for Zambia Co-opera
tive Federation (ZCF) which is the apex organization for the 
co-operative unions. 

Meetings have been held with representatives for authorities 
such as Ministry of Agriculture and Vater Development, Xational 
Cot1111ission for Development Planning and ZA.'lfi:OFT. InfoTI!!ation 
on various issues has been obtained frOI?: a nLmber of reports 
and studies pertinent to this survey. 

In the course of the stay in Zambia plans were drawn up for 
visits to three provincial co-operative unions, viz. The Eas
tern Co-operative Union. The Northern Co-operative ~nion and 
The Southern Province Co-operative Marketing Union. 

These all have experience from co-operative agro-industries 
and are from that point of view more advanced than the other 
unions. 

Efforts have been made to identify the ~ajar problems. Some of 
these are fairly commom, or sometimes general, but are not al
~ays repeated in the not£s fro~ the pla~t visits. 

Taken as a whole, it is believed that most problems anc shc~t
cooings have been identified and discussed. It is hoped that 
this can form the basis for measures aicing at improving the 
existing food industrial ventures and serve as a guide to av:id 
pitfalls and earlier mistakes in future food industrial proj~:ts. 

Tfl.E CO-OPERATIVE MO\'E~NT 

The co-operatives are k~y elements in the Part;'s and its Govern
ment's strategy for development. 

The Zambia Co-operative Federation (ZCF) is the apex organization 
for the nine Provincial Co-operative Unions and co-operatives 
such as ~ommercial Farmers Bureau, Zambia Agriculture and Trad
ing C~-operative, ZATCO. and National ~arke:eers Co-operative 
rnio'.'l. 

The principal function of ZCF is to undertaY.e, on a co-.:iperative 
basis, all kinds of business operations. The Federation also 
~ainc1ins direct contacts with sister a?ex ~ational organiza
tions in other countries and intcrnatic~a1 ~odies like !CA, 
C0P AC, etc. 
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Each co-operative union is autor.o~ous as iar as internal 
decision-making is co~cerned, and has a General ~anager and 
a Board of Directors. 

Initially the unions were engaged in marketing and collectio~ 
of, e.g, maize on behalf of the National Agricultural Market
ing Board, ~BOARD. 

Other crops, like sunflower in some provinces, paddy rice in 
others, soyabeans and groundnuts, are increasingly adding to 
the crop mix handled by provincial co-operative unions. Hand
ling of maize and fertilizer vill, however, remain the backbone 
activity for a long time. 

In 1985 the Government decided to withdraw subsidies from the 
co-operative unions and instead focus their efforts on market
controlled conmodities like maize and fertilizer. 

The unions were directed to re-orient their activities to income
generating operations and to strengthen their ideological prin
ciples of member participation and member promotion. 

The diversification was to be geared towards involvenent in food 
processing industries at both society and union levels. This 
is a drive to transform the unions from the status of being 
"middlemen" in commodity trade to that of processing entitie5. 

According to available publications. ~hre~ of the nine rrovin
cial ~nions are at present engaged in some kind of agro-indus
t~ial activity, either on their own, through subsidiary companies 
or through co-operatives vithin their area of jurisdiction. 
Two other provincial co-operative unions have state~ as thtir 
objt!ctives to "process any agricultural products collected from 
member societies". 

Five of the provincial co-operative unions are more developec 
than the others, i.e. those on the line-of-rail - Southern, 
Lusaka, Central and Copperbelt Provincial Co-operrt\ve rnion~ 
plus Eastern Co-operative Union. The Northern, luapula, North 
Western and Westerr. Co-operative Unions are la~ging behind in 
development and thus in line for more Government support in 
the future. 

THE FRAME'·:Qp.J< FOP. CO-OPERATIVE E!1GAGEfof..ENT u: FOOD noCESSI!~G 
l~'Dl'STRIES 

General 

!n the follo~ing a brief account is given regardin~ tre respc~si
bilities cf parastatal organizations to handle and ?~ocess 
various agricultural commoditie~. 
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Some changes i~ the strict pattern of coumodity trade and probab
ly also processing are li~ely to take place after the liberali=a
tion of the grain trade in 1986. 

The unions may no•, for instance, cocpete with ~AMBOARD and pri
vate firms in buying agricultural cOl!lllodities for further pro
cessing. The details of the pricing system are not yet ~orked 
out but there is a floor-price to the producer with no limit 
up~ards. In esse~ce, availability and demand are likely to 
gLrern the prices, at least to some extent. 

The bulk of the grain is processad by the National Milling Cor
poration, ~'"MC, and mills belonging to the Industrial Develop~ent 
Corporation, !~"DECO, which is a subsidiary :o the Zambia lncius
trial and Mining Company, ZIMCO. 

There are also some private interprises in the ~illing industry. 

A transfer of parastatal maize ~ills to the provincial cc-cpera
tfr~ unions is being discussed at present and l"ay be realized 
very soon. 

According to a recent study, the present cultivation ct oilseeds, 
sunflower, groundnuts, soyabeans and cotton covers approximately 
150 000 hectares with a total crop yield •hie~ is estinated at 
about 80 000 tons. 

Increasing the production of oil-bearing seeds is a1~1ng at 
realizing self-sufficiency in edible oils by 1990. A major 
part of the investments, t.;hich include seed prodt·ction, resear:::h, 
extension, credit, marketing and processing, ~ill be covered by 
the FAO/ADB Oilseeds Development Project. 

The overall rated processing capacity in Zambia for sunflower 
seed and soyabeans is stated as 123 800 tons/year. 

The major part of the oil !!!ills are owned and operated by Re
fined Oil Products (1975) Ltd (ROP), a pnrastatal organization. 
:Pr:.vate :industry is also i:wolved, although on a smaller scale. 
A few plants, notably one in Katete and ~ne in Choma, are o~'Tled 
b~ the co-operative. 

In addition, two plants fer processing of cotton seed are prese~~
ly under construction, or have just co~er.ced operat~ons. Bet~ 
have an install~d crushing capacity of 12 000 ton~/year, cne 
located in Xdola (FOP) anc one in Ka°t'wl. anc "~~ec b~· BP'.=, Ir.cu,;
tries. 
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In total, the oil crushing industry appears to be under-utilized 
at present. It may also be that the capacity achieved, due to 
various constraints, is not capable of processing very much more 
than the current production of oilseeds. The investment in two 
ne~ oil mills {3.3.5 above) may be interpreted as a sign of this. 

3.4.1 Government policy 

3.~.1.1 In previous National Development Plans (NDP) much emphasis was 
placed on the development of the state dairy sector to compen
sate for the departure of expatTiate farmers. In the Third NDP 
(1979-83) renewed interest was directed to the potential of 
private farmers with less emphasis on the state sector. 

3.4.1.2 The development was geared to both production of ~arketed ~ilk 
from the traditional sector and the ~ol!lllercial sector fer supplies 
to urban areas. ~ajor programs for rural milk production and 
collectio1' were formulated. 

3.4.1.3 The strategy in the current investment plan is designed to re
verse the decline in per capita consumption and reduce the dis
parities in consumption levels in the major urban markets. ~:ilk 
production will expand fro= comnercial, parastatal and small
hclder dairy units. 

3.4.1.4 Priority will be given to consumer milk, both fresh and recombined. 

3.4.2 Consu~ption of milk and dairy products 

3.4.2.1 The per capita consumptior. i~ generally lo~ with significant 
differences between income groups in the urban areas, 42 1 of 
milk or milk products {expressed in milk equivalents) for the 
high income group compared with 9 1 for low income group people. 
Inf ants 1-5 years old in the high income bracket get about 0.25 1 
per day, whereas the low income children get only about 0.05 1 
j:=:r day. 

3.4.2.2 

3.4.3 

3.4.3.! 

3.4.3.2 

In the rural areas the variations are notable, from 4.3 1 per 
capita to 32 1 depending or. whether the region is a traditional 
cattle district or not. 

~otential for increased milk production 

All observers agree that there is a considerable potential for 
increasing the milk production in the co1?111ercial sector. Yield 
per cow can be increased, existing herds can be larger, and nt~ 
dairy farm~ can be established. 

Rapid improvetr.ents are difficult to attain. A nur.ber of dairy 
seher.:es, in particular s~ttlement schemes, were launched in the 
1970s. They have all face~ difficulties an~ pro~ress ha~ bee~ 
sk1-.·. 
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A Dairy Development Progra.~ (FAO/w'B) va5 formulated at the 
beginning of the 1980s, including a total of l 800 farm fami
lies in the Southern and Central Provinces. The farmers •-ere 
divided into three categories - ~ost advanced, emerging dairy 
farmers, and th~se vho would scart sellin~ milk and marginally 
increase their level of procuction froc indigenous covs. 

The project was apparently too ambitious. The target of in
cluding 1 800 farm families no~ seems to be redesigned and 
focused on 150 farms in the ~azubuka and Monza areas in the 
Southern Province. 

Major constraints to increased milk production 

The reasons for the discouraging results from dairy development 
are likely to be rather complex. The time element necessary for 
transition to r.ore advanced production patterns has obviously 
not been considered sufficiently. 

The major con5traints, however, may be summarized as follows: 

poor economic retu~n from ~ilk relative to that obtained 
from other livestock farming alternatives 

high investment costs in stock and equipment for mediuo to 
large scale dairy farms 

ciiffic~ity in obtaining required inputs for dairy fan::ing, 
e.g. vaccines, drugs, spare parts 

uncertainty as tc the long-tenr. future of large scale 
private cot!ll!!ercial farming 

the commercial dairy farms must have a high level of per
formance to be economically viable; this requires a high 
managerial standard ~hich is difficult to find. 

Government Role in Dairy Processing 

The Dairy Produce Board (DPB) is a parastatal organization which 
has the monopoly of buying, manufacturing, processing and mar
keting milk and dairy produ~cs in certain selected areas. These 
are principall: the peri-urban areas of the line-of-rail, that 
is along the railway from Livingstone in the South to Ndola in 
the Copperbelt. 

With the exception of sales from th~ indigenous cattle herds, 
soce dairy settler::ent schet:?es, authorized producers/retailers 
and the Zambezi Co-operative Dairies Ltd (Appendix 1:3, 3), all 
marketed ~ilk and dairy procucts are officially supposec to be 
chan~elec through DPB. 
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3.4.5.3 DPB op~rates a number of dairy plants. The Lusaka plant was up
graded in ~973 and is equipped for processing of both fresh and 
recombined milk. Provision has been made for lTHT packing of the 
milk but glass bottles were reintroduced in 1980. Capacity utili
zation in 1979 ~as stated at 22.5% of the rated capacity, 
12 000 I/hour. 

3.4.5.4 The Kitwe plant in the Copperbelt has a similar production pattern, 
a rated capacity of 8 000 l/h which was ~tilized to bOh in 1979. 

3.4.5.5 No information has been obtained regarding the present degree of 
utilization of the two plants. Development of dairy farming in the 
past 5-6 years and the present difficulties with foreign exchange 
do not indicate any improvement. 

3.4.5.6 In 1982/83 two small dairy processing plants were established in 
Chipata, Eastern Province and ~azabuka, Southern Province. The 
Chipata Dairy (Section 4.4, para. 4.4.6) has a rated capacity of 
6 000 I/day. So far, 2 500 to 3 500 1 of fresh milk has been 
processed per day and the balance has been made up fro~ recombina
tion of imported milk powder and butterfat. 

3.4.5.7 DPB is suffering from heavy financial lesses wrich are partly 
related to the repayment of losses from the past. This is expectec 
to have serious repetcussions on its ability to function as a 
processing and marketing organization. Continued, even though 
involuntary, neglect of pl.c.:-.t, machinery and equipment mair.tenance 
will contribute significantly to this. 

3.5.1 Nu~ber of livestock 

3.5.1.l The cattle population in Zambia is very unevenly distri~uterl 
between the different parts of the country. The total number was 
estimated at some 1.8 millic= in 1979, with about 800 JGO head in 
the Southern Province, 380 000 in the ~estern, 220 00(; ir. the 
Eastern and about 200 000 in the Central Province. All other 
provinces have considerably less, in particular Luapula ~ith 
bar~ly 5 000 head. 

3.5.1.2 The numbers of sheep and goats are insignificant in ter=s of 
slaughter potential, 32 000 and 325 000 head respective!y. 

3.5.1.3 Pig production has decreased during the 1970s and the tctal number 
of pigs in 1979 was some 120 000 head, with the majority or about 
70 000 in the Easter~ Province. 
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3.5.2 Cattle off-take 

3.5.2.1 Calculated fron the assumptions made in the Food Strategy Study, 
i.e. an annual off-take fron the conmercially oriented farms of 
16.4% with an annual herd increase of 5% p.a., these cattle fauns 
have today about 440 000 head with a production of 72 500 slaugh
tering anioals. 

3.5.2.2 The traditionally managed herds which use c01l'lllunal grazing, ~nder 
either sedentary or transhumant systems. were assumed to increase 
by 2% p.a. and have a net ~ff-take of 5.9%, 5.17. of which is mar
keted. The total mm:ber is thus calculated at 1. 73 milliou head 
for 1986, abo:it 88 000 being slaughtered. This may be an over
estimation depending on the dro~ght which has struck the country 
over a number of years. 

3.5.3 The Slaughtering and Yeat Processing Industry 

3.5.3.1 The Cold Storage Board, CSB, •hich is a parastatal organization, 
operates slaughterhouses for cattle in the ma~or producing areas, 
Lusaka, ~ongu in the Western Province, Livingstone and Choma in 
the Southern Province. Depots are established in othe~ places. 

3.5.J.2 Municipa: abattoirs exist in a number of towns, like Xdola, Luan
shya, Kitwe and Chingola in the Copperbelt, Kafue in Lusaka Pro
vince an~ Mazabuka in the northern part of the Southern Province. 

3.5.3.3 Large areas of the country thus lack organized slaughtering and 
the animals are presu~ably killed, handled and narketed in a 
traditio~al manner. 

3.5.3.4 The total slaughtering capacity in CSB abattoirs is stated to be 
142 500 head p.a. and the total national capacity alout 240 000 
head p.a. This should be compared wit~ the present estimated 
off-take of about 160 000 head. 

3.5.3.5 All CSB slaughterhouses were under-utilized in 1982; Lusaka 
207. utilization, ~ongu 307. and Livingstone 67. (1981). ~'hether 
the situation has improved in recent years is n•.•:. kno'lo'tl. lt is 
concludPc from available documents that the national slaughtering 
capacity is adequate until 199G. 

3.5.3.6 A suggestion is apparently being discussed \/hich may eventually 
lead to the ~ongu slaughterhouse being taken over by the Western 
Provincial Co-operative t:nion. 

3.5.3.7 It is wcrth mentioning that the hygienic conditions in the: 
Munidpa.l abattoir.;, and ceTtainly also the tradit.fonal slaughter
in~ in t~e rural areas, leave much to be desired. 

3.5.3.8 Zarr.bis P:rk Producer, als~ a parastatal orga~ization, operates 
a pig s:aughterhous.: ir. Lusaka with b -:apacity of 400 pigs/day. 
12~ cf t~is capacity was utilized in 1982 and with the cecline 
of th~ pig industry as a whole the degree of utilizatio~ is not 
likely t:- have ir.!proved. 
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3.5.3.S There is also a chicken slaughterhouse in Lusaka operated by the 
Poultry Development Company Ltd. PDC. a subsidiary to the Rural 
Development Corporation. The capacity is 1 000 birds/h and the 
capacity utilization in 1982 was 20%. Since there is a trend to 
fewer and larger producers. the position for PDC may look 
brighter today. 

3.5.3.10 The prospects for future initiative by the Co-operative ~ovement 
in the slaughtering sector do not seem to be particularly good. 

3.5.3.11 In ti~e. depending on the future engagement by the Co-operative 
Move~ent in livestock co-operative societies. a platform may ~e 
created for an integrated co-operative involvement in the live
stock sector including a viable co-operative slaughterhouse 
industry. 

3.5.3.11 Meat processing is mainly carried out on a small scale by the 
private sector. The plants are all located in Lusaka or in the 
Copperbelt and use each cr:ly about 0.5 to 3.5 tons carcass ..-eight 
per day as raw materials. 

3.5.3.13 An exception as far as the capacity lS con~erne~ lS Brooke Bond/ 
Lyons, a multinational company ln Ndola. They produce pork lun
c~eon meat and corned beef, apart from many other tinned products 
such as peas, pineapple, jams, etc •• in total 32 products. 

3.5.3.14 Meat processing for local supply is likely to be a sound project 
idea in ~any ur~an areas •hen the need arises. It may thus be 
combined with small sized hygienic slaughtering facilities ..-hich 
can supply meat and meat products to the co-operative stores. 
Such development should then be integrated and cover the ~hole 
chai~ of activities from the Investoent Co-operative Societi~s 
to establishment of suitably planned and manage= meat shops ..-ith 
adequate chilling facilities. 

3.6.1 ~o statistical figures.have been obtained for production or ~ar
keting of vegetables and fruits. The large voluoes are handled 
by scall merchants on th~ local markets. 

3.6.2 In tte ~estern Province to~atoes and mangoes are gro~-n quite 
extensively and there is a mango processing pla~t in Mongu ~ith 
a capacity of 400 tons/year. The potential for increased pro
ductio~ is reportedly quite high. 

3.6.3 In the ~urth Western Province large quant1t1es cf pineapple are 
grow:-. in the Ikelange area. The fruit is transported to ~·i~1-
lunga Ca~nery Factory operated by the District Counci1. 
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The f~ctory has reportedly encountered several proble~s in~luding 
transpor: difficulties, erratic electrical supply and sub-standard 
quality, causing marketing problems. 

Brooke Bo~d, mentioned previously under 3.5.3.13 above, produces 
a variety of juir.es and fruit preseIYes and there are also several 
private firms in the Copperbelt and Lusaka which are engaged in 
vegetable and fruit processing, some on quite a large scale, 
e.g. Farm House brand tomato ketchup. 

Okra, eggplants, avocado, papaya and guava do ~-ell ifi many areas 
but production is not properly organized. They are all highly 
valued products on the European market. 

laking into account the present airfreight costs, 8 Negwee/kg 
(at present rate of exchange ~S$ 0.012) with Zambia Airways, the 
viability of organizing the growers and establishing a vegetabl~ 
ana fruit collecting, sorting/grading and packing plant, ~ith 
the appropriate chilled storage facilities, may be worth investi
gating by the Lusaka Provincial Co-operative Union. 

Coffee 

The coffee industry is for all practical purposes a Government 
business for which the 7.ambia Coffee Company is respousible. 
They manage the coffee estates ~hich produce the bulk of the 
coffee and they also process the beans. 

Limited quantities of coffee are produced by snallholders and 
there is only one coffee co-operative society "With comparative
ly fe-w members. 

EASTER?\ CO-OPERATIVE U?\IO~ LI~TED, ECU 

History 

The formation of co-operatives in the re~ion dates back to 1948. 
There was a transition in 1963, when the small co-operative unions 
in districts like Chipata, Katete, etc., formed Eastern Province 
Co-operative Marketing Association, EPC~.A. At this time the 
associated member societies vere only producers' co-operatives. 

In 1973 the need for r.rultipurpose co-operative societies became 
apparent, and there was a transformation of EPCMA into ECU. The 
by-lavs were changed, both for the Union and for the co-operative 
s'Jcieties. Any vial:le activity of interest to the member societies 
cou:j be taken up, such as production of crops, marketicg of c;ops, 
supply cf farm inputs, establishr.ient of consu~er shops at society 
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level, operation of hanmennills at society level. 
co-operative credit schemes came into the picture. 
and training of co-operative members and employees 
level is another important task. 

Later on, 
Education 

at primary 

Of late interest has also been focused on agro-industrial de
velopment on a modest scale. 

The number of member societies is approaching 90 1 one of the~. 
the Eastern Livestock Co-operative Society Lireited, becoming a 
member in 1982. From an organizational point of view ECU is 
divided into six districts and operates in all ten depots. 

This society has members scattered all over the region, and is 
of some particular interest for diversified and extended acti
vities vithin the ECr. 

The s~ort and long tenn program, as spelt out by the Society 
itself, includes the following: 

" - Poultry 

This would allo~ members to borrov finance from the 
Society to re-establish their projects which stopped 
as a resuit of non-availability of feeds and scarcity 
of day-c.id chicks. 

- Piggery 

To re-establish the industry after it stopped for 
disorganized marketing, poor producers' price and 
scarci.ty of feeds. He::ibers would borrow frat:: the 
Society finance, for renovation of pig houses, 
breeding stock and f~eds, to s~art projects. 

- Dairy 

Milk is short of su~ply by between 65% anc 'i07. to 
meet the demand in th~ area. It is intended that 
members would fill up the shortfall by establishing 
dairies in their localities. The system would be 
the same to provide finance to the members. This 
project would include a beef fattening scheme to 
facilitate a liquidity element to the farmer/member 
for his financial obligations to the Society. " 

Other points the Society has raised are concerned vith draft
oxen anc suitable ireplements for these, and veterinary services. 
Financing and internal resources are also discussec. 
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There are no actual figures stating the area under cultivation. 
However. from an agro-industrial development point of view the 
production figures are of considerable interest. and also some 
aspects of possible future changes. 

The following table gives the purchases by ECU for the 1984/85 
and 1985/86 seasons: 

Crop tons 
1984/85 1985/86 

Maize 166 670 161 680 

Sorghuu: 2 5 

Millet 1 

Wheat £.~2 

Paddy rice 355 402 

Beans 9 34 

Cow peas 26 6.:. 

Sunflower 12 977 7 394 

Soya beans 57 5:+ 

G';oundnuts, shelled 468 386 

unshelled 1 073 3 309 

~kuru Ped, shelled 2 5 

unshelled 3 l 

Cotton 4 769 4 700 

A notable change in the overall picture is the introduction of 
wheat into the area, initiated by the local demand for wheat 
by tr.e ECt milling industry. 

The new pricing system with floor prices, a~d the increased cost 
of fertilizer, are believed to reduce the interest in gro~ing 
maize, with increased production of other cash crops, in particular 
groundnuts, sunflower and cotton. 

Lintco, which is responsible not only for cotton but also for 
soyabeans, have registered a small decline in cotton producticr. 
in recent years. Increase i~ cotton pr~duclion is promoted 
pri~arily by extension activities. The target for the 1986/87 
cropping season is to increase the area from 5 500 hectares ir. 
the previous season to 10 000 hectares. 

There is an increasing intere~t in gro~ing soyabear.s and efforts 
are being made to recruit more f arrners to grcn.· this crop. Exten
sion services are provided and credit facilities in,luding seed 
and fertilizer. Lintco also buy the soyabeans, and production ha: 
increased dramatically from 84 tons in 1983/84 to approxi~ately 
400 tons last seasor. an~ 1 000 tons in 1985/86. 
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It was understoud from the discussions with Lintco that there 
would be no objection to ECC oil milling industry precessing 
t~e oilbP.aring seed at present dispatched by Lintco for oil 
extraction elsewhere. 

So far, the engagement by ECU in agro-industries has been focused 
to a large extent on flour ~illing and the Union currently owns 
and operates the following: 

Chipata 

Lundazi 

Petauke 

1 Wheat mill 
1 Maize mill 
1 Groundnut shelling plant 
1 Groundnut grading plant 

1 Maize mill 

1 Maize mill 

The milling industry in Chipata also includes a sto~kfeed plant. 

In Katete there is an Et'U oil mill, processing mainly sunflover 
seed and groundnuts. 

Some of these industries have been visited and brief accounts 
are given in Appendix 1:1. 

Small hat::!!ermills, primarily for maiz£ milling, are operated by 
50 primary soci~ties. 

Lintco, -hich is responsible for the purchase, handling and pro
cessing cf cotton, has a cotton ginnery in the Eastern Province 
~ith a capacity of 6 000 tons per year. Maximum a::iount processed 
in a year has so far been 4 700 tons, giving roughly 1 500 tons 
of lint and 3 200 tons of cotton seed. 

The Dairy Produce Board operates a small dairy plant in Chipata 
supplied in 1982 by Danish Turnkey Dairies. ~he rated capacity 
is 6 000 I/day of consumer milk. The =ilk is received, weighed, 
pasteurized, chilled and packed in Pre-Pac haif-liter or quarter
liter plastic bags. There is also equipment for reco~bination of 
skim milk powder, butter oil and vater. 

So far, 2 500 to 3 500 liters of fresh milk are received from six 
producers, supplying approximately 1 400 1, 1 100 1, 500 1, 100 1, 
80 1 and 15 l respectively a! the mome~t. The re~aining pro
cessing capacity is utilized for recoc;ined milk. 

There is no proper slaughterhouse in C~ipata hut CSB has a depot 
and butcher's shop. 
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4.5 Future Plans for Food Industries 

4.5.l ECr has gained a certain amount of experien~e froc: t~e establish
ment and operation of industrial ventures. Agro-industrial ex
pansion both horizontally and vertically has be~n discussed ~ith-
1n the Union and includes the folloving: 

Bakery/Confectionary for manufacturing of biscuits and ground·· 
nut cake products. 

Complementing the existing groundnut shelling and gradi~~ 
plant in Chipata vith a roasting line for (salted) groundnuts 
including a packing line (sealed tins). 

Processing equipment at society level including 

• additional hammermills 

• small veget,ble oil crushing units 

• juice pressing equipment for masuku fruit; the 
juice would be used for wine-making for sale in 
the co-operative shops and, in the long tel"l!l per
spective, carketed in other areas; job opportuni
ties vould be created 

sugar cane presses for local utilization on a 
household level of sun-evaporated sugar sirup. 

4.6 Potential for other Food Industries 

4.6.1 

4.6.2 

4.6.3 

4.6.4 

5.0 

5 .1 

5 .1.1 

Depending on the future development of the Eastern Livestock 
Co-operative Society, dairy processing plants may be considere= 
in Lundazi, Katete and Petauke to cater for local needs. The 
urban population for the three is projected at 10 400, 14 000, 
and 27 500 respectively by 1990. 

This suggests that Petauke would have first priority, consider
ing the size of the potential market. 

~hether or not it will be justified to establish small dairy 
processing plants depends entirely on the vitality and expansio~ 
of dairy farming in each one of these districts. 

Meat processing for local supply, primarily to the co-operati\·e 
stores in line with the discussion in para. 3.5.3.14, is another 
possible future venture. 

NORTHEF~ CO-OPEPATI\C: UNIO~ LTD, NCU 

General 

The T.'nion ~as regi Hered in 195i. and has today 5'7 aff i Jiatec r·.ira! 
societies. Agriculture in the region is predot:!ir.antly focusec on 
cultivatic:-: of crors and so far little interest ~as beer. shci .. ":" in 
anical husbandry. 
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The following compilation shows the crops predominantly gro-~ 
and the change in production since 1970 reflected in t~~ pur
chases made by NCU. 

tons per year 
1970 1975 1980 1985 

Maize 60 000 10 200 14 300 61 60(1 

Millet 200 16 

Paddy rice 90 370 900 4 100 

Beans 20 40 1 900 200 

Sunflower 80 100 150 

Groundnuts 20 1 10 

The figures show clearly a rapid growth of maize production, a 
steady increase in the paddy rice purchases and 2 moderate i~
provement in marketed quantities of sunflower seed. 

The policy of NCU is to expand and eventually diversify their 
engagement in the food industrial sector. 

Milling of aaize is carried out on a small scale at society level 
and a number of hamcennills are operated in the villages. Vege
table oil crushing is also carried out at society level i~ ~ika 
and Chinsali. 

The co-operative food industries are owned through the ~er sub
sidiary company, Northern Milling (1977) Limited, -hicn operates 
the following mills: 

capacity year of 
tons/24 h construction 

Rice mill 36 1981 

Maize mill 48 1980 

- Maize mill 48 1948(:iought 1977) 

All three plants are located on the same premises, the ri:e ~ill 
in one building and the two flour mills in another. A s~;ll 
batch-mixer for animal feeds is also located in the latte:- build
ing. 

The overall layout has not considered the handling of eit~er t~e 
raw materials, maize and paddy, or the processed projucts. Effi
cient handling and transport is not possible at present. Appe~dix 
1:2 gives an account of the present status of the i~stallati~~s. 

The rice mill will be subject to some modifications to i=?r:ve 
the performance of the plant, in view of the type an.: qua:ity of 
paddy produced in t~e region. The appropriate storag~ f a:ili:ics 
will also be added to allo,., for an acceptable overal: :::-c~uct flC'·..: 
(App. 1:2, sect. 1.3 and 1.4). 
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Plans are being made to modify the location of the intake to 
the new maize mill. This will considerably improve the situa
tion, with less transport and direct handling of the maize bags 
from place of storage to the mill intake. 

D£tails concerning the mills operated by the company are presented 
in Appendix 1:2. The annual capacity of the two maize mills is 
21 000 tons, according to a report from NCU dated 30 October 1985. 

The present constraints are related to the limited allocation 
of maize, for 1985 only 9 720 tons, and also the technical faults 
and lack of spare parts. This level of production, or in other 
terms under-utilization of available capacity and investments, 
makes the venture non-viable. 

It should be noted, however, that a~cording to the findings, the 
total processed quantity of maize was about 8 600 tons during 
1985, or some l 000 tons less than was allocated. This suggests 
that, for 1985 at least, the basic constraint has been the tech
nical condition of the Roncaglia Mill in particular. 

The financial position of Northent Milling is vet')" weak. The 
company has reportedly been running at a loss since it was bought 
by SCU in 1977. This is to some extent surprising, since the old 
mill actually contributed almost 70! of total output in 1985. 

The big problem is, no doubt, the Roncaglia ~ill installed in 
1980, which must be rehabilitatec as soon as possible. :he plan 
of action proposed by ~CU incluces 

1) Apply for loans in foreign exchange to buy spare parts. 

2) Arrange for a study to be made to recommend the most 
adequate replacements and work-out plan for the ~ill. 

3) Find a sponsor to finance the purchase of t~o trucks for 
transport of the milled products to the districts. 

Point 2) is strongly supported, but the terms of reference should 
be geared towards a complete techno-economic study of Northern 
Milling (1977) Ltd, aiming at a plan of action for rehabilitation 
of the maize milling section. 

Future Plans for Food Industries 

It is pointed out clearly that the NCU has an ambition to expand 
and diversify its agro-industrial sector. It appears to be 
equally clear that develop~ent in a foreseeable future ~ill be 
concentrated on the milling sector only, with the exte~cio~ of 
small oil mills on a seni-industr:al scale at sotiety level. 
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The current program includes the following: 

Increase in the number of hamnermills at society level. 

Establishcent of small oil crushi:ig units at society levLl. 

- Acquisition of a maize mill in Chinsali f~om !~"DECO. 

In a longer term perspective establishment of a maize mill in 
Isoka. subject to decision by the NCU Board cf Directors. 

In the future NCr may enter into the f 1sh processing sector 
since Lake Tanganyika is within the Union's area. So far, 
fish processing is carried out by Government-owned COGlpanies 
and private enterprise. 

SOUTHERN PROVINCE CO-OPERATIVE MARI<ETING UNIO~ LIMITED, SPCY.l! 

The SPCMU was registered in 1960 as a Union of Primary Producers 
Co-operatives in two districts. In the 1970s further districts 
were added and by 1981 Sr~MU covered the entire Soutl _rn Province. 

At present 97 primary societies are affiliated to the Union, 20 
of vhich are multi-purpose societies. 

By far the most important crop is maize. Sunflower has a tendency 
to increase slowly. wher~as the three other crops purchased by the 
Union. soyabeans. wheat and sorghum. tend to be quite stable -ith 
small variations from one year to another. 

The table belm .. shol."s the quantities purchased in the last five 
years. Soyabeans, vheat and sorghwr. are given in one figure. 

Year 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

Agro Industries --------

Maize 

273 478 

146 300 

86 474 

94 545 

130 086 

t o n s 

Sunflover Soyabeans 9vheat, 
sorghwr. 

6 192 2 563 

3 636 1 985 

5 812 2 402 

14 732 1 481 

7 232 2 482 

Considering the size of the rnion, comparatively little attentio~ 
has been paid to agro-industrial developtre~t. The Union has rece:-:t
ly taken ove: the Mc~le Stockfeed Plant, ~hich is ~ot in operacio~ 
at present. 
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A scheme to establish society level hanmeru:ills started some 
years ago and may in this connection be termed small scale semi
industrial units. There are at present 7 of them in operation 
and the total number by 1987 ic expected to be 35. 

ZATCO Stockfeed Limited, which is a subsidiary to Zambia Agricul
ture Trading Cc-operative Limited, has a~ oil mill and a feed 
plant in Choma. 

A third co-o~erative agro-industry in the Province is the dairy 
plant in Livingstone, owned and operatej by Zambezi c~-operative 
Dairies Limited. 

Future Plans for Food Industries 

The program to provide additional societies vith hammermills is 
in progress and vill be followed by the establishment of society 
level oil mills in a similar manner, initially six units. 

In the 4th Five Year Diversification Plan provisions have been 
made for 8 food processing units, each at an estimated cost of 
K 30 000 (1985 cost level). No information has been obtained 
regarding the type cf food industries planned, b~t the funds 
allocated indicate that it is a society level sche:::e. 

The largest single project is a rnion oil mill to be located in 
Choma for processing of sunflower seed, soyabeans, groundnuts 
and cotton seed. The oil cakes are intended to be supplied t~ 
the Monze Stockfeed Plant, s~ 60 km from Choma. 

CO~NTS A.\'t CO~CLt5IO~S 

It is apparent fror. the many interviews -with Union and plant 
management representatives that the proper project preparations 
in terms of qualified studies to establish the ~~tailed require
ments, the plant specifications including capacities, process 
performance, standard of workmanship, quality issues, norms for 
the electrical supplies, etc., have been grossly overlooked. 
This is also docU1!!ented by estimates made regarding process 
capacities available in cocparis~n with present availability of 
rao;.· materials and reasonable expectations for the future. 

Efforts were made to procure an opportunity of revi~ing ~ome 
project specifications which non:ially form part cf a project 
contract agree~ent. This ~~ulc have sho~n the merits anc sho•t
comings in r::ore detail. r:ifcrt\O:'lotely these eff.:-rts ~ere not 
successful. 
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It is thus concluded that co-operative agro-industries are 
generally not procured on the basis of adequate specifications. 

To what extent the suppli~r is liable for deficiencies in the 
plants, and what guarantees are provided as an as~urance of 
good performance, have not been clarified. 

It follows that commissioning procedures vith detailed techni
cal inspection of the plants, capacity trials, performance 
tests of the individual machine units and the plant as a whole 
and the issue of take-over certificates do net seem to be comi::~n 

practice. 

In summary, the comer-stones in implementing food processing 
industries are very fragile, ample evidence cf ~ilich may be ob
tained fr~m the results in existing plants. 

The building is invariably an integral part cf a food processing 
industry, at least as far as the hygienic considerations are 
concerned. It is important that the building is easy to clean, 
that the proper arrangements are made for carrying out the clean
ing, etc. The importance of increased awareness of these issues 
for future food processing industries must be stressed very 
strongly. 

~ith limited or no funds available for invest~ent in agro-indus
trial projects, the negotiating position for the recipient country 
is weak. This, in combination with inadequate technical knc•-how 
and experience from r•ocurement of food industrial projects, 
appears to be the reason why toe co-operative food industry has 
sc many installations which are not up to standard. 

Technically inferior plants ~ay function satisfactorily under 
very good manageme~t supported by well quali:ied and experier.ced 
personnel for maintenance and repairs, whc have a reasonably ~ell 
equipped workshcp at their disposal. Availa~ility of spare parts 
must also be go~~. 

The food industry plants which have been inspected are frequently 
i~ferior in one or several respects. Capacities are based ~n 
the wrong assumptions, inadequate penetration of the bases for 
determination of plant criteria which formulate the project, 
inadequate or no technical specifications for procurement, nc 
guarantees of standard and performance. 

\..1ien a plant of this quality i ~ run by a ma:-.agement which is 
weak in one or several of the ir.portant disci?lines organizati~n 
and personnel, production planning, ptoducti~n routines and !inan
cial planning and follow-up, the pre-conditi~ns for a viable enter
prise do not exist. 
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If other constraints are added, such as substantial scarcity of 
spare parts due to lack of funds and difficulty in obtaining 
foreign exchange, lack of transport and sometimes restrictions 
in supply of ra~ materials, the problems become insurmountable. 

It is vital to the future development of the co-operative food 
industry that the present processing plants are rehabilitated 
to the extent necessary from a technical, economic and adminis
trative point of view in its broader sense, in order to ensure 
that future operations result in an economic surplus - generate 
funds for later investment, either to expand the enterprise or 
to establish ne~ ventures. If this is not done, the Zambian 
co-operative food industry vill alvays have to rely on foreign 
grants, aid, or other means of forei'n financing. Future in
ternal financing of nev food industries vithin the co-operative 
movement is essential in order to fulfil the strategy of develop
ment. 

src.CESTIO~S FOR MEASURES TO BE TA.'<E~ 

Any initiative to assist the co-operative food industry in 
Za~bia must airr. at (1) rehabilitation of existing operations, 
(2) establisbll!ent of project implementation routines designed 
to ensure that future food processing plants are up tc standard, 
and (3) elaboration of the appropriate training programs and 
ma~agerial support. 

The overall plan would have to include: 

Acquisition of furds for rehabilitation of existing p!ants 
through international agencies and/or bilateral aid. 

Technical assistance for preparation of an integrated pro
grao for each food industry subjected to rehabilitaticn, 
including 

"technical specifications for the necessary repairs, 
modifications and additional equipDent 

"recomc:endations for management support, organizational 
changes, complementary training of personnel, financial 
and economic planning. 

Provision of managerial support and technical assistance in lit:e 
with the requirement~ identified (under 8.2.2). 

Su!:stantial strengthening of the Resurch an:t De'\: !lop:::t:nt Section 
~i:hin ZCF including establishment of a Technical Department. 
The: personr.e 1 resources should be capable of p .. ovidir.g the fol 101.·
i~g main services to the co-operative movemer.~ ind tar~ full 
rt5ponsibility for 

• qualified techno-economic- pre-invest~ent ancl feasibility 
studies including project formulation 
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• elaboration of technical specifications to fonn the 
basis for procurement of food industrial projects. 
regardless of ~orle of procurement 

• assistance in contractual matters and n~gotiations 
with suppliers. dor.ors. etc. 

• provision of technical expertise capable of super
vising and controlling the commissioning procedure 
and taking part in guarantee inspections and tests. 

8.3 A strengthened Research and Development Section •"<>uld be a key 
element for the future successful development of the co-opera
tive food industry. The responsibilities of the Section must 
be linked to adequate professional competence and integrity. 
The recruitment of well qualified staff memb~rs with suitable 
personal character is essential and w:11 largely determine if 
the targets set are to be reached. 

8.4 In order that the Research and Development Section may gain 
sufficient kncwledge and experience, substantial multi
discipline technical assistance will be necessary over a 
number of years. 
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NOTES A.~D CO~NTS FROM E(f AGP.0-INDUSTP.IAL PLA.~TS \~SITED 

Ecr Plants in Chirata 

On the site in Chipata ECU owns and operates the following: 

Stated capacity Approx.capacity 
per 24 hours per 8 h-shift 

- ~.aize mill 120 tens 40 tons 

- h'beat mill 45 tons 12 tons 

- Rice mill 2 tons 

- Stock feed plant 100 tons 30 tons 

- Groundnut sheller 120 tons 40 tons 

- Groundnut grader 10 tons 3 tons 

Regrettably, although requested during the visit and also later, 
no information was received on prod1·ction figures or achieved 
capacities of the plants. Cousequently no assessment of the per
formance of the Chipata plants has been possible. 

Judging fro~ the findings and impressions frOl?' the inspection of 
the plants, it is concluded that the mana~e~ent it not aware of 
the importance of ensuring that reasonable hygienic considera
tions are applied in both food and aniw.al feed industries. 

1.1 Maize ~ill 

1.1.1 Process flew 

The ~ill is provided with three ~i~plPx steel silns each holding 
100 tons. The mill is designed with basement for ccnveying 
equipment, one reilling floor and one sifter floor. 

After weighing of the maize on a Ho~e Richardson automatic scale 
it is cleaned on a Simon Ripple Sift~r, elevated to a horizontal 
damper paddle conveyor taking the maize to a half-ton condition
ing bin. The holding time is short, reporte~ly abcut 5 minutes. 
After the damping procedure the maize passes through decortica
tors (2), is si~ted and milled on 3 Simon double roller mills, 
sifted, after which the three fractions, Fo-ler Meal, Breakfast 
Meal an' Maize Bran, re conveyed to simple manual bagging-off 
outlets. The meal is packed in 25 kg bags. 

The mill is of a fairly compact design and appeared to operate 
satisfactorily. 
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Comments, present state of the mill 

In view of the fact that insecticide powder is frequently used 
in the maize stores, it would have been reasonable to suppose 
that a maize washing plant haj been included in the line to 
improve th:? food hygiene. It is argued that the insecticidE· 
is inactivated by the time it is supplied to the mill and would 
do no barre. 

At the time of the visit two sections of the horizontal dampener 
were patched in numerous places, but still leaked. 1;1ese sections 
ought to be replaced as soon as possible. Spares were available 
in the spare parts store. 

The screens in both decorticators were worn out and sacking had 
been secured around them. Only about one-third of the screens 
were still open. Spare screens were reportedly available from 
the spare parts store. 

No major problems had been experienced in operating the plant, 
and an adequate supply of spare parts was reportedly still in 
the spare parts store. 

In the p~st the mill has been in operation 3 x 8 hours during 
-. _tober tr.rough March, less during the rest of the year. 

1.2 Wheat mill 

1.2 .1 

1.2.2 

This is a compact horizontal Roncaglia mill installed in an 
existing warehouse 1975/7~. 

Process flow 

All mechanical transport of the wheat is carried out by means 
of screw conveyors. From the intake hopper the wheat is lifted 
and dropped on a pre-cleaner, conveyed to a trieur/drum cleaner, 
lifted and fed into a Roncaglia Original Pneurr.atic ~asher and 
stored in one of six conditioning bins, rectangular concrete 
structures on the floor level. After conditioning, the wheat 
passes through a horizontal cylinder cleaner to the lr.illing 
unit. This includes one crusher and five double roller mills. 
The three fractions, flour, "filter powder", and bran, are con
veyed pneumatically to manual bagging. The whole installation 
is provided with pneumatic sieves and tube filters. 

General inf ort:"ation and comments 

At the time of the visit one roller mill was out of operation 
on account of a burnt motor. 

Spare parts are said to be ge~erally not a problem. Eight spare 
~otors are available centrally in Chipata for all ECC units. 
Transport of, e.g., electrical motors creates difficulties, 
since re~inding is cione in Lusaka only. ~ith transport both 
"'·ays, and sometimes from tr.e Lundazi r..1 l l, :it may take a month 
er ti.'::'. 
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The spare parts are replenished every 2-3 years, and apart from 
occasional temporary stops of one roller mill due to lack of 
spare motors, the spare parts situation is said to be well 
under control. 

Re-fluting of the rollers is carried out at the NMC workshop 
in Lusaka. 

The overall impression of the installation is favourable, although 
the intake - cleaning - washing - conditioning section was in 
need of thorough cleaning. The use of v•rtical screw conveycrs 
is questionable - a cheap solution. 

The mill operates only 1 x 8 hours per day, reportedly because 
of shortage of wheat. 

Conclusions regarding the viability of the mill 

The present production of wheat in the region is about 700 tons 
per year. Assuming that the average plant performance is about 
75% of nominal capacity or 90 tons/24 hours, if operated on a 
3-shift basis the total harvest would be processed in a little 
more than a week, or with cne shift per day in about a month. 

To reach an acceptable degree of utilization, to ensure the 
viability of the nill, the total wheat harvest in the region 
would have t~ increase about 30 times. ~:ot even a ter~-fcld 

increase appears realistit. 

It is thus concluce~ that the necessary initial project studies 
have either not been carried out or been handled in an unaccep
table and unprofessional manner. 

1.3 !i..£.e_m.!_l.!.i~g_u~i!. 

This is a small Japanese huller/polisher manufactured by Yanrr.ar. 

The unit, which is placed in a warehouse about 5 x 10 m, has 
been used for four years. After dehulling, the rice is screened 
and the hulls rel!loved through aspiration/cyclone separation, and 
bagged. The dehulled paddy rice passes through a conical sere~ 
polisher. 

The capacity is reportedly 2 tons/8 hour$ which, however, appears 
to be rather high. 

The steel plate housing of the dehulling section was badly ~orn 
and repaired by i.·elding nUI:lerous times. 

Lack of spar~ parts has apparently caused no great diff:culties 
and the unit operates satisfactorily. 
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The quality of the processed rice is low, with a very high per
centage of broken kernels. 

Another Yanmar rice milling unit has been purchased and ~ill be 
installed in Chair.a, which is a major rice producing area further 
north in the Province. It is believed that these two units are 
capable of processing all paddy currently ~rown in the Province. 

General 

The plant is located in a spacious warehouse about 20 x 65 m. 

It was coumissioned in 1984 and supplied by Kumar Metal Industries, 
Bombay, India. 

Process flow 

The process flo~ is simple and straightforward with three floors. 
After being weighed on a platform scale, the bags of maize and 
other ingredients are dumped into the intake hopper frou: ~hich 
the intake elevator lifts the material. A manually operated 
tvo__.ay valve directs the ingredients either to the mixer pre-bin 
or to the hamcermill. This is fed by a vibrator-feeder with 
magnetic separator, and is powered by a 55 k~ electric motor. 
The cilled produce passes a cyclone and is lifted to the mixer 
pre-bin. Each batch is emptied into the horizontal mixer, which 
is designed ~ith an open type sere~ mixer device. The ~ixer has 
a volume of approximately 2 m3 and would thus handle I-ton batches. 
After mixir.g, the compounc! feed is conveyed to the 'C!anual b;igging
out unit which has an automatic scale and one bag-holder. 

Concents, production, quality of products 

The plant gives a good overall im~ression but appeared to be 
inadequately painted for rust protection. 

At present the product list includes four types of poultry rations 
and one pig ration. So far there has been no demand for ruminant 
feeds. As a consequence the routine operation of the plant is 
to ecpty all ingredients included in a batch into the intake 
hopper for hammermilling. 

It was noted in the warehouse that some of the ingredients used 
were of inferior quality. The maiz~, for instance, was heavily 
contaminated by foreign matter, including small stones, sand, 
cob fragments, etc. This suggests that the plant shoulc have 
been equipped with an air-screen cleaner to ensure satisfactory 
£eec! quality, anc to avoid excessive wear of the ~hole plan:, 
but the hal'llllermill in particular. 
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Chunks of moldy maize and oi 1 cakes were not uncommon an~ even 
oil cak!! bags steaming warm from decomposition. t-•oldy, caked 
maize and expeller cakes are sorted out, but there is an obvious 
risk that certain quantities of deteriorated ingredients are 
unintentionally used, resulting in unhealthy feeds of reduced 
nutritive value and containing toxic substances. 

The feed plant operates one 8-hour shift or less, depending on 
the demand for feeds. 

The plant is placed in a warehouse adjacent to tne groundnut 
grading plant. It has been in operation for a couple of years 
and was delivered by Les Fils de Louise (SAMAT), Marseilles, 
France. It is a one-unit plant with intake hopper, elevator, 
two sheller drums, aspiration to remove the shells and a vibrat
ing separation table ~ith a number of screens. The unit was 
said to have operated satisfactorily. However, the performance 
did not appear to be first class, since the sorted groundnut 
bags contained approximately 20% shells. This was explained 
as being caused by the varying sizes of the groundnuts. The 
shelled and screened groundnuts are thus cleaned once more by 
about 40 people using the traditional trays. 

One way to rationalize the procedure is to add a reas~~ably 
long sorting conveycr with space for about ten people. 

The plant is approximately 25 years old and supplied by Carter
Day Company, ¥inneapolis, ~inn., USA. The nucleus of the plant 
is six Carter Precision Graders placed two on each of three 
floors. 

The groundnuts are sorted into six grades determined by the 
size of the nuts. 

The plant reportedly works well with comparatively fe~ problems. 
It is reported that very f ~ spare parts remain. 

Equipoent, personnel 

The workshop is equipped with a Colchester Triumph 2000 lathe, 
a standard drill,a s~all rather simple bench iathe, gas and arc 
welders, a small bench grinder for sharpening tools anc an assort
ment of ~and-to~ls. 
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The maintenance of all ECU plants in Chipata, Lundazi, Katete 
and Petauke is centralized to the general workshop. 

The Chief Mechanic is head cf the maintenance organization which 
includes about 12 mechanics and 3 electricians. Only the 3 
electricians and 2 of the mechanics are qualified. One or two 
of the mechanics are assigned to each plant on the site. In 
addition chere is one mechanic on each of the plants in Lundazi, 
Katete and Petauke. Thus all major repairs or maintenance work 
on these locations will have to be requested from Chipata. The 
spare parts are also largely centralized to Chipata. 

Comments 

The centralization of spare parts and essential maintenance 
functions is bound to have a detrimental effect on the per
formance of the plants in Lundazi, Katete and Petauke. Xot 
only is it a question of substantial delays from time to time 
with spare parts and assistance, particularly now with the severe 
transport problems, but equally important is the division of res
ponsibility for keeping the plants running. There will al-ays 
be reasons for inadequate performance which cannot be curbed if 
the present system is maintained. 

2 Katete Oil Mill 

2.1 General 

The oil mill vas started up in March 1984 and cor.missio~ed in 
Jene the s~e year. It was supplied by Kumar Metal Incustries, 
Bombay, India, and has a rated capacity of 100 tons of seed per 
24 hours. 

According to the contract document, the plant is reportedly 
capable of processing sunflower seed, groundnuts, soyabeans 
and cotton s~ed. Apparently only sunflower seed was used during 
the commissioning trials. 

Tnfonnation regarding the conmissioni!.g procedure was n~· available. 
The commissioning procedure may have included a superficial inspec
ticn of the plant and the trials may have been confined to deter
mining the input of sunflower seed. Thus detailed tech~ical and 
performance tests of eac~ unit in the plant may not have been 
carried out, e.g. performance of the decorticaror anc t~e ex
truder presses to establish the quantity of residue fat i~ the 
expel ler;. 

2.2 Pro:ess flo• 

The p~ocess flo~ is briefly as follo•s: 
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The bags of produce are ~mptied into an intake hopper. A chain 
conveyor lifts the oil seed and feeds a decorticator. equipped 
with a two-screen ·1ibrating table and pneumatic sucking-off of 
the husks. which are transported to a cyclone vith bagging-off 
attachment. The decorticated seed is lifted by elevator Xo.2 
and fed onto a hori~ontal conveyor above the expeller section. 
This consists of four cookers. each feeding one expeller press. 
The oil cakes are transported to elevator No.3 and lifted to 
the bagging"-out pre-bin. The extracted oil is piped to an under
floor crude oil tank. pumped through filter No.I, collected and 
piped to a second under-floor tank. pumped through filter No.2 
ane collected in a third under-floor buffer tank for double
filtered oil. From here the COC'.'king oil is pumped to one of 
two overhead 16 m3 storage tanks located in an adjacent part 
of the building. where the oil-cakes are bagged and stored 
intermediately. 

Filling of consumer oil containers is carried out along a bench. 
The oil runs by gravity from the storage tanks through a pipe 
provided with a number of taps. 

The steam required for the cookers is supplied from a boiler 
installed in a nearby building. 

The layout of the plant does not take into account the need for 
efficient handling of appreciable quantities of products both 
before and after the expeller press process. For instance, at 
full capacity scr.ne 4 tons, 80 bags of seed, ~ill have to be 
transported frore a seed storage, in this case a stack, and 
handled in the entrance to the process building where there 
is no room for even half-an-hour's supply of bags. 

In the same general area the hulls are bagged and then du~ped 
in a heap while waiting to be carted away. Loading takes place 
in the same entrance as the seed intake. 

Some 2.5 to 3 tons of expellers would be sacked per hour. At 
this end of the building. where the storage and filling of the 
cooking oil also takes place, there is floor space for a fe~ 
hundred bags. The bags will then be transported by tractor to 
a warehouse some 40 m away from the intake end of the builcing. 
The same tractor is also used to transport bags of oil seeds to 
the intake and bags of hulls from the plant. 

At the time of visi:ing the plant the following was noted: 
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The two screens on the decorticating unit were covered with 
caked dirt-sand-hull-seed mix; top screen about 25% of sur
face, botto~ screen about 85%. It was explained that this 
was due to recent flooding of all three elevator pits. 

Extruder pr~ss 1. Ne~ extruder screw was being put in; 
unit presently out of operation. 

Extruder press 2. Broken extruder screw shaft; unit dis
mantled and out of operation. 

Extruder press 3. Top drive out of order, dismantled, no 
spare part; unit out of order. 

Extruder press 4. Electric starter out of order, reportedly 
to be replaced; unit out of order. 

Pressure gauges to three oil pumps out of order. 

Boiler plant dismantled, cracks in the end sections beir.g 
welded; plant out of order. 

It is also noteworthy that the process line does not incluce 
an initial seed cleaner. This is a vital piece of equipme~t 
for removal of sand, stones and other inert material which ~ay 
damage, and under any circumstances substantially increase the 
wear on the decorticator and extruder presses in particular, 
and cause more frequent breakdo~-ns. 

The civil structural work, a~d especially th~ finishin~ of con
crete foundations for the extruder presses and all floors, leaves 
much to be desired. This, in combination with the placing of 
process piping, ma~es the plant extre::iely difficult to keep 
reasonably clean. The recent flooding of all elevator pits is 
also a result of improperly executed civil works. 

There are no proper arrangements for cleaning of the filter 
cloth, nor is there anywhere to store those not in use. 

~t would also have been appropriate, from a food hy~iene pvi~: 
of view, to have the cooking oil packing department completely 
separated from the rest of the plant. 

In sut1111ary, the hygienic conditions of the plant are entirely 
unsatisfactory and do no! meet the basic requirements o! a 
food industry. 

2.5 Personnel 

The pla~: reanager is assisted in operatin~ the plant by 
l mecha~ic, 2 welders, 1 boiler plant operator, 4 clerks a~; 
32 general ~orkers. 
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The mechanic is not qualified. He participated in erection of 
the plant and has been employed ever since. The 2 ~elders have 
received training on the job hut are not qualified. As a 
result. welding of for instance expeller screws. due to wear, 
is not carried out in Katete. Instead the screvs have to be 
sent to the ECV general workshop in Chipata for welding, a dis
tance of about 80 km. an elaborate and time-consuming procedure, 
especially considering the prevailing transport difficulties. 

The qualifications of the boiler plant operator are not kno•-n. 

The boiler plant reportedly never functioned satisfactorily 
from the very beginning. There have been numerous breakdo•-ns, 
all for the same reason, ~ly cracks in the gable ends between 
the tube weldings. Replaceoent of the boiler plant is at 
present being discussed and may be implemented very soon. 

There have been nUJ:lerous unspecified faults in the ex~ruder 
presses. All four units have never been in operation at the 
same time. at least not during the previous and current seasons. 
The extruder presses vhich have been operable have never been 
used on 3 shifts. Normally the plant is run on 1 shift only. 
2-shift operation has been tried b~t has not proved possible 
because of accumulation of expeller bags and hull bags ~hich 
have to be carted away. 

The production records fro~ ~arch through Decer-ber show a total 
processed quantity of sunflo•er seed of 1 579 tons. The plant 
has been run 5 days a ~eek er about 210 days during this period. 
Since one shift of 8 hours per day is nonnal, the plant has been 
in operation approximately 1 680 hours and thus processed on an 
average approximately 0.9 tons per hour or 20% of rated capacity 
(4.16 tons/hour). 

The fat content in decorticated sunflower seed is about 34~. 
A first crushing yields about 17%, leaving 17% in the expellers. 
A seccnd prucessing yields another 10~ vegetable crude oil, 
leaving 7% in the oil cake. This would be considered acceptable. 

It is very likely that the contract •ith the supplier only stated 
the input capacity and not any performance requirements. 

As a normal procedure it see:ns as if the sunflower seed is pro
cessed only once. This means considerable losses of cooking oil 
and consequently revenues tc the plar.t. Moreover, oil cakes 
with as much as 17% fat content are no advantage and are apr 
to cause various coc:plicaticns tc th~ feed industry. 
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In the short term, efforts should be cade to eliminate the 
present basic problems and bottlenecks. One necessary measure 
is the installation of a pre-cleaner t~ remove sand and small 
stones from the oil seeds. 

It is also suggested that the existing forklift truck, which 
has a capacity of 3 200 kg, is used for transport of oil cake 
bags. Initially about one hundred standard wooden pallets would 
have to be acquired. The dimensions should allow fou~ bags in 
one layer. Stacking 8 bags in height. each pall~t would take 
1.6 tons. A reasonably even road would have to be prepared 
alongside the processing building and to the oil cake warehouse. 
The pallets of oil cake bags can probably be stacked two in 
height in the warehouse. This ~'Ould significantly reduce the 
handling of the cake bags and allow use of the tractor for trans
port of seed bags. 

Bagging of the hulls does not appear to be practical. apart from 
being a bottleneck in the routines of the plant. The cyclone 
could favourably be moved outside the building and placed ~ith 
the outlet 2.5 to 3 m high. The hulls could be dropped on the 
ground and removed fr01r. time to time. or a box-type waggor coul~ 
be placed under the cyclone and emptied when full. 

A better solution "10uld be to install a pellet mac~ine or cuber 
to press the hulls for use as fuel to the boiler. thus savi~~ 
the expense of fuel oil and wood. The necessary modificatio~ 
for removal and handling of the comparatively large quantities 
of ashes would have to be made. 

The present arrangement for maintenance is inadequate. A quali
fied maintenance ere~ must be stationed at the Katete plant and 
be given the entire responsibility for keeping the oil mill in 
operation. It is not believed that a plant of this complexity 
can operate successfully without technical assistance, initially 
on a continuous basis, but in time reduced to periodic ~echnical 
support tailored to the actual needs. 

A qualified workshop vith adequate spare parts store is also a 
prerequisite for keeping the plant going. 

The economic and financial issues attached to successful manage
ment do not seem to have been taken suffici~ntly seriously. 
Strengthening of these resources is essential for revitalization 
of the enterprise. 

Although only a fe~ years old, the plant is in urgent nee~ of 
rehabilitation to rectify its shor~co::-jngs. Investigations 
should also be carried out to identify th~ reasons for the poor 
extraction perfomance of th~ expeller presses. lt moy pro\·e 
necessary to modify the process f lov :: allov for a second 
extraction of the oil seed in ~rder t: ob:ain ar. acceptable 
degree of cil extraction. The plant capacity ~ould then be 
reduced to about 50~ of t~.at at prese~c, i.e. 50 tens of see~ 
per 24 hcurs or 10 o~o to 12 000 ron~ ?e~ year. 
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It is felt to be ia:portant that the appropriate expertise is 
engaged for this task to elaborate detail specifications with 
quality requirements. 

The problems related to the oil mill have been elaborated at 
some length. It is a new venture. the plant and ~he experience 
of the operation are depressing. and yet the oil mill is very 
important for future fo.>d industrial development in the region. 
The total present quantity of oil-hearinr seeds produced in the 
region is about 14 000 tons per annum and there are indications 
that this will increase. If the plant is rehabilitated com
pletely. supplied ~-ith qualified personnel of all categories 
and receives technical assistance, the targe~ of having an 
efficient oil mill vith adequate capacity anil performance can 
be achieved. 

3 Petauke maize mi 11 

3.1 General 

The plant was installed in 1975 by Roncaglia. Italy. It has 
a rated capacity of about 30 tons per 8-hour shift. 

3.2 Process flow 

The process flow in brief is as follows: 
The maize is lifted fro~ the intake hopper by means of a 
vertical screw conveyor and fed to a cleaner. lifted by a seccnd 
vertical screw conveyor to a horizontal screw distributing t~e 
maize into five holding bins, each with a capacity of approx. 
5.5 tons. 

A second horizontal screw conveyor takes the maize from the 
holding bins to either the line fer breakfa~t meal or to the 
line for roller meal. The breakfast meal line has tvo mills 
of older design. The roller meal line includes three double 
roller mills. EaL~ line is provided wit~ bagging-out facilities. 

lhe plant is in a poor state of repair and the folloving main 
points are of particular importance. 

Screw conveyors from intake hopper to cleaner ar.d fr0??1 
cleaner to top horizontal bin distributing conveycr have 
been out of operation for not less than three years; they 
have now been removeJ. Instead, the bags are taken frc~ 
floor level to the holdin~ bins by means o! a bag conveyor 
and enptied into the bins. 

Several aspiratio.1 filteTS a:-e either dar.iagec er wit~.~ut 
the filter tubes. 
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The two mills in the breakfast meal line have no electric 
motors and have not been operable for about two years. 

One sifter has no motor and has not been used for the 
past six aonths. 

The motor has been missing from one side of roller mill 
No.l for six months; the other side was working. 

Roller mill No. 3: one side not in operation due to ex
cessively worn roller. 

The breakdowns are reportedly frequent. One example worth men
tioning is the burning of the same electric motor not less than 
15 times in one year. This is a clear indication that the 
reason for a breakdovn is not established. but a spare eotor 
is just put in. It also st.<>"s that the motors are not adequately 
protected against ov£rloading. Protection devices around belts 
and pulleys were missing. 

3.4 Performance 

The productiou records for 1985 sho,. that 917.1 tons of maize 
had been milled. The mill is reportedly operated in 3 shifts 
November through February and 1 or 2 shifts during the other 
eight months of the year, to some extent depending on the det:iand. 
Supply of maize was said not to be a limiting factor for opera
tion continuously 3 shif~s the year round. 

Or. the assumption that a practical annual processing capacity 
of the plant ought to be about 75% of rated capacity, the capa
city utilization is only between 5 and 6i,. ~ith referenc~ to 
the number of shifts during different periods of the year, a 
rough calculation sho~s that the production performance is less 
than 10% of rated plant capacity, 30 tons/8-hour shift. Extrac
tion rate for roller meal is about 84%. 

The plant is in urgent need of rehabilitation. The fact that 
the ~aize is not cleaned befc;e milling has not only a detri
mental effect on the mill. The hygienic quality of the flour 
is very likely to be low and would probably not pass a test. 

3.5 Comments 

The frequent breakdc~-ns in the plant are attributed to in
sufficient maintenance anri weak management which is net capabli 
of obtaining sufficient technical support fro~ the general 
workshop in Chipata. It is recognized, however, that it is 
diffic~:t for a sub~rdinate to get any response. On the other 
hand, it has not bee~ establishe~ to wl1at extent pressure has 
bee~ exerted on the central ~aintenance orga~ization to pr:
vide assistance. 
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It may be concluded that the present maintenan~e and repair 
organization does not function satisfactorily and this has a 
devastating effect on the state of repair of the periferal 
plants (Petauke. Katete and presumably also Lundazi). The 
entire r~sponsibility for keeping the plants in shape, operating 
them properly 2nd running the enterprise in a business-like 
manner must rest with the ~anaging Director of the plant. sup
ported by a cou:petent Board of Directors. 

This means that each plant located on its own must have adequate 
and capable personnel resources, all categories. and with 
reference to maintenance and repair adequate workshop facilities 
and spare parts. 
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NOTES AND COHH.F.~'TS FROM NCU FOOD INDUSTRIAL PLANTS VISITED 

1 Ri:e Kill 

The plant, which has a rated capacity of 1.5 tons per hour, 
was installed in 1981 by Schule, Hamburg, West Germany. 

1.2 Process flo-

The paddy bags are emptied into an intake hopper. A bucket 
elevator lifts the paddy to a scree1,/aspiration cleiner, it passes 
over a scale to a second bucket elevator which lifts the cleaned 
and weighed paddy to e double rubber iOller dehuller. The paddy 
now passes through a paddy separator, the hulls are removed by 
means of aspiration, the dehulled rice is sorted out and the 
remainder is returned to the dehuller. The rice is elevaterl 
to a small buffer bin before passing through a Unimatic rice 
peeler and further for a second polishing in a peeling cone. 
The polished rice is graded and finally weighed and bagged. 

1.3 Planned modifications -----------
The plant operates without breakdo\ltls, but some modifications are 
planned based on past experience. The ele=trical insta:lations 
are of a high standard and very few disturbances have occurred. 
Two electric motors have burnt since start-up of the plant. 

The current problems anc the modifications which will be made 
arc as follovs: 

Provision of a 1 OOC ton paddy storage. 

Exchange of the double rubber roller dehuller for a disc 
sheller, also of Gernan manufacture. The replacement of the 
worn rubber rolle1·s is difficult in the present economic 
situation. The standard of the local rice is also such that 
the friction between the rubber rollers tends to increase 
the breakage of the rice. 

Exchange of the Unimatic rice peeler for ~ peeler cone 
machine of the same type as the second polisher. 

Replacement of the gracer. 

Installation of a packing machine for 1 to 5 kg consumer 
pac:ks. 

A major problem is related to the type of rice that has to b~ 
proc:essed. This is in~ariably very uneven in length and shape, 
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depending on the mixture of varieties. It is reasonable that 
pressure is exerted on the rice producers through extensi~n 
efforts and the pricing system to deliver uniform rice of the 
same variety. Fremiun: price for high grade produce is likely 
to be quite effective in pro~oting higher quality. 

The very low moisture content is also part of the same problem. 
This is evident from compilation of the production results fron: 
the plan~. The percentage figures are calculated from the total 
processed quantity of paddy January through December 1985. 

Head rice 
Mixed rice 
Gross broken 
Fine broken 
Rice bran 

(1st grade) 
(2nd grade) 
(3rd grade) 
(4th grade) 

7.4% 
58.9% 

7.4% 
9.9% 

16.4% 

This is not entirely satisfactory and has a negative influence 
on the economy of the operation. 

Discussions have been initiated to install a parboiling plant 
to improve the situation. Another alternative is to improve 
the storage of the paddy to avoid excessive drying of the ker
nels. Pre-proces~ conditioning may also be considered in addi
tion to improved storag~. Improved storage conditions to avoid 
lowering cf the paddy moisture content will only be effective 
providing the time from harvesting to storage in the mill's 
store does not permit excessive drying on the farms and/or in 
stores at society level. 

The supplies and financing associated with the additions and 
modifications under consideration are presently being discussed 
with EEC countries. 

2 Maize mill, Roncaglia 

The mill is a Roncaglia Pneumatic Original installed in 1980, 
and the rated capacity is stated at 2 tons per hour. 

The basic set-up does not diverge to any large extent from the 
plant briefly described in Petauke, Appendix 1:1, 3. This 
plant, howeve!", is equipped with a deger::dnator and rotary 
sieving machine at the beginning of the pro~essing line after 
the hclding bins. 

2.2 Present condition 

The plant is n~t up to stan~ard quality-~ise and exhibits too 
many defects ccnsidering that it has b~e~ in operation for only 
five years. The list of de~ects includes: 
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aspiration system to the cleaner out of order {no motor) 
and the tube filters are lacking; the dust goes with the 
maize for milli~ 

vertical screw conveyors have inadequate performance and ~ill 
be replaced by bucket elevators 

air filter tubes and joints to the horizontal filter dust 
screw leak badly, resulting in difficulty in keeping the 
plant clean; insect problems 

the two purifiers in the breakfast meal line out of operation 
for about a year; no motor 

VP.rtical flour screw to weighing and bagging-out unit collapsed 
and now partly dismantled; temporary arrangement with manual 
weighing. 

The electrical system causes problems, pri~arily due to lack of 
sufficient devices for motor ~rotection. 2 - 3 motors burn on 
an average every month. The frequent disturbances in the opera
tion of the plant are clearly shown in the production records. 

Efforts are made to operate all mills on the site 3 shifts per 
Jay. Assuming that this is successful for some 70% of the days 
and that the plant operates 250 days a year; assuming further 
that 757. of rated capacity can be achieved; this would give 
4 200 hours of operation, including breakdo"WD time, and a total 
annual processed quantity of 6 300 tons. 

The actual total amount for 1985 was approaching 2 700 tons or 
roughly 401, of what could reasonably be expected. 

Pehabilitation of the plant is vital for continued operaticn. 
A first step is taken ry the Plant Engineer in replacing the ver
tical screw conveyors. The electrical system must be remedied 
as soon as possible, including the appropriate protection de
vices for all motors. 

3 Maize Mill, Robertson 

3.1 ~e.!!.e!.a_!.2_e_!,C!,iE.,ti,,O!!, 

This is an old mill purchased in 1977 by NCr. It was supplied 
in 1948 by Robertson (manufactured in South Africa). The mill 
has three floors: 

basement; electric motor and central shaft with pulleys 
for the roller mills 
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milling floor; three roller ~ills driven by flat belts 

sifter floor; three double rotary screen sifters, each 
unit po•ered by an electric motor. 

The intake hopper is located on the milling floor level, but 
in a separate compartment. A bucket elevator lifts the maize 
to the sifter floor vhere a Robertson screen/air cleaner is 
placed. 

The capacity is stated to be 2 tons/hour. 

Although the design of the mill is old it appears to have con
paratively fev breakdowns. The roller mills need normal main
tenance, refluting of the rollers and overhaul of the bushings 
to the roller shafts. 

T•o of the six rotary filter sections are out of operation, one 
being vithout the motor and one due to broken sieve screens. 
Difficulties are experienced in obtaining mesh of the right 
gauge ~~de from sufficiently heavy material. 

3.3 Performance 

The R:bertson ~ill cperates according to the same general shift 
patte~n as the Roncaglia mill. 

The t:tal quantity of maize processed during 1985 •as approach
i~g 5 900 tons. tsing the same assumptions for assessing the 
perfc:-:nance as for the Roncaglia mill, the capacity utilization 
is es:imated at about 90h. 

4 Central Workshop, Yaintenance 

The ~=rkshop is very inadequately equipped considering the re
qui re=ents to keep the three mills running. 

Arc a~d gas velding equipment, a compressor, a bench vice and 
a be~:h grinder for tool sharpening are the only major ite~~. 
The r.·..mibers and types of hand-tools and instruments are also 
c~mpletely inadequate. 

Orce:r= have been placed for a radial drill, a 60-t:-n hycrau!i: 
pre~~ and a substantial nu~ber a~c assortmer.t of hand-tools. 
T~is ~ill be financed through ~or~egian funds. 

!~e Syare parts store is small but well organized. There are 
p:ans to increase th~ workshop floor space and extend the spare 
parts store, partly by rearrangenent. 
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4.2 Personnel 

Maintenance and repair of the plaa.ts is the responsibility of 
the Plant Engineer and his staff, which includes 

l workshop foreman, qualified 
l electrician, qualified 
l fitter/welder, qualified 
l fitter, on-the-job trained 
l helper 

There are at present tvo vacancies, both fitters, required to 
hold a National Crafts Certificate. The vacancies will be filled 
as soon as possible. 

Technical assistance is provided by NORAD. 

Of the complete maintenance crew, three fitters are assigned one 
to each shift to ensure continuous supervision and casual repairs. 

Electric motors for rewinding are sent to an electrical workshop 
in the Copperbelt, some 800 km avay. 

Refluting of worn rollers is carried out in Mufulira, also in 
the Copperb~lt, by Olympic ~illing (private). 



1 
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NOTES A.'i>iD COMKE~"TS FROM AGRO-INDl1STRIAl P~'TS VISITED I~ THE 
SParu AREA 

ZATCO Stockfeeds Limited 

This is a subsidiary to Zambia Agricult~re and Trading Co-opera
tive Limited. 

The plant, which started operations on I April 1982, includes 
an oil mill and a feed plant and is locat~d in Chcr.na. 

The oil mill COll!prises a seed decortication unit, two cooker'ex
truder press units, a conveying system for oil expellers anc a 
system for storing of crude vegetable oil, pumping, filcering 
End buffer-storing of the single-filtered cooking oil before 
filling the oil in 210 1 drums. 

The equipment vas supplied and installed by Kumar Metal Indus
tries, Bombay, India. 

It is a plant vith lCN' technical standard. It has v~ry simple 
arrangements for adjusting and monitoring of the process. This 
applies to the decortication unit and to the cooke~/extruder 
press units. 

The decortication unit has an unacceptable performance and there 
is a compromise betveen losing oil-seed with the hulls and having 
excess amounts of hu 11 s vi th th£ seed. 

The cooker/extruder press units are intended for continuous opera
tion. However, the design of the cooker without a stea= jack:t 
and only a number of layers of stem:i piping betveen steel sheet 
protection covers with a li~itec capacity for heating tte produce, 
is inadequate. There is no forced feeding of cooked oil-seed to 
the extruder press. This is fed by gravity and adjustments can 
be made by i1?creasing or decreasing the outlet opening from the 
cooker by means of a shute. A aystem has been adopted by ex
perience whereby the cooker/expell~r is operated in a semi-con
tinuous manner. 

The rated capacity of the plant was net known. The thro~gh-put 
as the units are operated is reportedly 25 tons/24 hours for 
sunflo~~• seed and 16.2 tons/24 hours for soyaheans. 

The expellars are analyzed once a month as rou~ine. On an average 
the residue fat content is reportedly 12.5%, crude protein 41.S~ 
and fiber 15h, ~hich indicat~s the presence cf hulls. No inf~rma

tion is available regarding the ash content, bu~ this is likely 
to be rather high since the process line has no cleaner. Ho~ever, 
preparations ari being made to install a cylinder type cleaning 
machine. 
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In the course of the years a number of modifications have been 
made to the plant to make it function better and to reduce the 
reliance on imported spare parts. ~evertheless, the lack of 
spare parts is a problem and the present stock of spares is very 
low. 

The cooker/expeller units are partly dismantled once a week for 
cleaning of the cookers and welding of the expeller screws, 
which are subject to considerable wear. 

The decorticating unit is also attenced to fro~ time to time as 
a matter of routine, since the sandy particles in the seed act 
like emery on all moving parts and the pneumatic conveying 
system for hulls. 

Operation, performance 

As a rule the oil mill op~rates 7 ~ays a week and 3 shifts of 
8 hours. From April 1984 to March 1985 a total of 3 780 tons 
of oil seed was processed, 76% of which vas sunflower seed and 
24% soyabeans. Assur.ing that 75% of maximum plant capacity is 
realistic as top performance and that the plant is operated 
300 days a year with stops for public holidays, employees' 
annual leave and annual general overhaul of the plant, the 
plant utilization is estimated at about 65% on an average. 

During the same period 565 tons of cooking oil was produced, 
which means an average of about 15h extraction of single fil
tered cooking oil. 

This was installed and started operations at the same ti~e as 
the oil mill, on 1 April 1982. 

The pla:lt vas scpplied by Kur:ar Metal Industries, Bombay, lnc!ia, 
and comprises two main parts, the milling section and the mix
ing section. 

The ingredients to be milled are emptied into a hopper, lifted 
by a bucket elev3tor to a pre-bin which feeds the hac:?!ermill 
by means of gravity. There is no magnet separator. 

The original Kumar hammennill has been replaced by a locally 
~anufactured machine which in par: is designed by the Mana~er. 
The s::reen width is 300 ll'Ell and the mill is powered by an 80 hp 
electric motor. 

The ~illed produc~ is pneumatically conveyed to a cyclo~r equipped 
with filter and bagging-out attachment. The bag~ed procuce is 
weighed and eventually dumpec with other feed ingredients int0 
anot~er hopper, lifted by a buc~Pt elevator to a mixe~ pre-bir.. 
Fror.: here the batch of ingrecier.ts is el'"ptied into t:le r.:ixt:r, 
ir.ixec and conveyed to a baggi:-.g-out hopper providec! .,..it:i a s~al( 
and tagging-out attachmer.t. 
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As in the case of the oil mill, technical modifications have 
been made to reduce the reliance on imported spare parts. 

Routines have been elaborated and adopced for weighing and 
handling of the feed ingredients vhich makes the operation 
rather efficient. 

Although the plant normally o,erates on a 3-shift basis, the 
production of feeds is governed by the demand, vhich is less 
than the production capacity. This is reportedly about 30 tons/ 
shift but if the operat~rs are sufficiently motivated as much 
as 40 tons/shift have been o~tained. It is not knovn vhether 
this has been achieved at the expense of, for instance, an 
adeq~ate period of time for the mixing of each batch. 

The plant is not provided vith any cleaning facilities for the 
grain which is used in the feed formulas. 

All ingredients are reportedly analyzed once a month in a local 
laboratory and every three month~ overseas. An agreement is in 
force vith the overseas firm to analyze the feed ingredients 
and computerize the foT111Ulas accordingly for all formula feeds 
produced by the plant, at present 6 poultry rations, 3 for 
pigs, 5 for cattle, and horse meal. 

Certain premixes, trace minerals and vitamins are imported. 

Operation perfora:ance 

Since the number of shifts the plant has been in operation in 
a year is not known, the capacity utilization can only be 
assessed in relation to the maximU1!! possible per year. This 
is estimated at about 20 000 tons, assumin~ 300 days per year 
and 75% utilization. 

The total production in a year is of the order of 8 000 tons or 
407.. This figure is rather low but appears to be caused, to 
some extent, by insufficient ma~ket demand. 

1.3 Maintenance 

The oil mill and the feed plant are operated as one unit as 
far as maintenance is concerned. 

The workshop facilities are poor and the equipment consists 
of only basic tools plus gas and arc welding machines. 

The ~anager supervises the maintenance and repair work and 
sho~s a personal interest in keeping the plants in an operable 
condition. He is assisted by 4 qualified mechanics, 1 electri
cian holding a crafts certificate and 2 helpers. 
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One of the mechanics is assigned to each shift with responsi
bility to repair minor faults and call for assistance in case 
of major difficulties. The two helpers are on-the-job trained 
and are expected to be sufficiently trainee for assignment as 
shift mechanics in about one year. 

1.4 General col!lllents 

It should be mentioned initially that the plants were never 
commissioned. No tests were carried out and consequently there 
are no handing over certificates as docdllentation of perforcance. 

The plant as a vhole gives a dirty and patched-up impression, 
but is operating quite successfully due to good standards of 
management, vbich also make!' the employees motivated. Initia
tive has been taken to improve the situation with regard to 
both plant performance and problems with spare parts. 

The co-operation with competent feed formula expertise prov1aes 
a certain guarantee for the buyers that the feed is acceptable 
from a nutritional point of view. 

The economic performance of ZATCO Stockfeeds Ltd has improved 
in recent years, with an increase i~ the turnover from K 1.2 million 
in 1982 to K 5 million for the fiscal year 1984/85. The target 
for the current year is K 7.5 million. More ir~ortant, a loss in 
1983 of K 521 000 has been turned into a profit of K 400 400 in 
1984 and K 629 000 in 1985. 

2 SP~: Stockf eed Plant Monze 

At the time of the visit to the plant there vas no-oue availatle 
who could ans~er any questions related to operational experience 
or future plans. 

Built in 1973 or 1974, the plant had been in operation presumably 
until 1981. The owner at the time, the Southern Provincial Pig 
Producing Co-operative, stopped production and the plant vas 
quite recently acquired by SPCMU. 

The ne~ owner has reportedly plans to rehabilitate the plant and 
purchase equipment for adding molasses to the feed formu!as. It 
was alsc stated that the plant had been inspected by expertise 
from a manufacturing company which had submitted, or ~as goi~g 
to sub~it a quotation. 
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The plant has a capacity of 20 tons/8 h°'1LS and is installed in 
a multi-floor steel structure about 12 m high. Closely attached 
are 3 steel silos. each with a storage capacity of about 140 
tons. A roofed concrete slab of approximately 750 m2 extends 
from the line of the feed plant-steel silos. 

The plant is frOI!! the Federal Republic of Germany. with the steel 
silos manufactured by Gebruder Achenbach. while the equipment in 
the feed plant was supplied by Ernst Heitling ~achinen Fabrik. 

The silos have inclined concrete floors. A screv convey~r fro~ 
the centre pit in each silo is used for discharge from the silo 
into a horizont~l 200 nm screw conveyor along the silos to the 
feed plant's main elevator. the same horizontal screw conveyor 
is also used for intake of grain to the silos and is thus pro
vided with a very small intake hopper for emptying bags. A screv 
conveyor on top of the silos distributes the grain, mostly maize, 
to the different bins. 

The ll!ain elevator is of double unit design, permitting intake 
of maize and running of the feed plant simultaneously. The 
feed plant has a milling pre-bin and 3-4 bins for ready feeds, 
an automatic scale in the process line, an intake hopper for 
ingredients, a hat!Dermill equipped with cyclone and a tube 
filter, cixer pre-bin for milled produce provided with ~eighing 
facilities, an elevator for meal products and the necessary 
horizoratal scr~"· conveyors, spouts, distributors and pneumatic 
conveying tubes frou: the haumermill. A screv conveyor under 
the bins for ready products feeds the ~~ighing/bagging-oat unit. 
The bagging-out pre-bin is equipped vit~ level indicators, ro~i
toring the operation of the feeder screv conveyor. 

The process is monitored from a control panel vith push-button 
controls and indicator lat!!p shoving if the individual machines 
or conveying lines are in operation or subject to some fault. 
The operational features cf the plant are quite simple. Hovever, 
all tvo~ay distributors are operated manually vith no indicators 
~~ the panel. this is no drawback, but requires the necessu'r}' 
operational routines with check-lists. 

The plant requires thorough checking of all cocponents, ~leaning, 
overhaul, replacement of parts, e.g. filter tubes, spouts, bear
ings to the silo discharge 5crev conveyor, test of the electrical 
system including the necessary remedies, etc. Improve~ent of 
the anti-corrosion paintwork should also be carried out in places, 
~~th on the processing equipment an~ the stee1 cladding of tht 
processing building. 
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2.3 Coaaents 

The rehabilitation of the plant should not be too difficult or 
require substanti3l investment. It is suggested. hovever. that 
a sieve/air cleaner is purchased and attached to the intake 
hopper •ith the appropriate conveying equipc!ent. This voulJ 
reduce the wear on the plant as a whole and i~r~ve the hygienic 
standard of the feed. 

The installation of equip;nent for adding molassei; to the feed 
should be looked into in more detail. The ZATCO f~ec plant in 
Ch<lllla, for instance, which may service a similar farmer/con
sumer group. processes only about 20% cattle feed out of the 
tot.al. If a similar proportio~1 is relevant for the Monze plant 
the justificat.ion for investment in molasses equipment would 
have to be reconsidered. This is even more imrortant if t.here 
are any doubts t.hat t.he market demand permits the plant to 
operate att full capacit.y. 

The utilization of m.Jlasses for cattle feeding can be accom
plished by supplying the farmer with simple steel troughs prc
vided vith covers and either lick bolls or lie~ cylinders. 
This sol~tion is ccmparatively cheap; the lick troughs can be 
made by small local workshops. The molasses c~n probably be 
marketed to a vider group of farmers and the molasses may be 
fortifier. by. e.g. NPN (non-protein-nitrogen) to improve the 
nutritional status of range cattle during certain parts of the 
year. 

Needless to say, before start of production the necessary pre
parations would have to be made regarding organization, personnel 
including technical assistance which is likely to be an asse: 
for soze time, purchases and marketing. The assurance·that 
managerial and technical capability can be recruited is a pre
condition for acceptable perforrnar.ce. 

3 Zmroezi Co-r;~rative Dairies Ltd 

The Co-operative -as established in 1956 for processing of 
locally produced milk and marketing pasteurized milk anc milk 
products to the populati~n of Livingstone. 

After Zambia obtained Independence the Co-operative lost several 
members but mana~ed to survive. It has now ten members, six ~f 
them currently supplying the dairy plant with oilk. 
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The plant has a capacity of 4 000 to 5 000 1 of milk per day 
working 8 hours/day. The process flov is simple, vith veighing 
of the milk which is enptied through a strainer into a holding 
vat, piped to an APV head-exchanger and finally pumped to a 
cooling tank. After cooling the milk is packed on a Pre-Pac 
machine in half-liter plastic bags at a rate of 500/hour. At 
present some of the milk is bottled in half-liter glass bottles. 
This line is equipped vith an old FRAr (Italy) bottle-vasher 
a.~d FORD (UK) bottle-filler. 

An additional Pre-Pac unit has been acquired but is not yet 
installed. 

Surplus milk is separated on a small Westphalia separator with 
a top-mounted milk vessel of about 15 1. 

A 50 1 butter churn and an 80 I/hour homogenizer complete the 
list of processing equipment. 

Butter is stored in t~-o freeze-boxes. A cold room, about 12 c2, 
is used for storage of cream before butter-usaking and consumer 
milk if not dispatched directly from the packing machine. 

The utilities include electricity, refrigeration, coopressec ai=, 
and stear:. 380 V electricity is supplied to the aairy fro~ the 
main pove~line. The refrigeration system, both to the coolir.g 
tank and to the ref:igerated store, has two compressors, one of 
which •s a stand-by unit. One compressor unit provides compressed 
air to the Pre-Pac machine. 

A boiler plant provides steam for can and bottle w~shing anc for 
general cleaning of the dairy. The stand-by boiler is identical 
to thE t!lain boiler. Both are subject to control once a year 
by th~ relevant Government Authority. 

3.3 Personnel 

The dairy has a General Manager who has been employed since 1978, 
and a Production Manager who has been working on the plant since 
1966, except for a short training period at one of the dairy 
plants operated by the Dairy Produce Board. Thus the major pa=t 
of his experience has bee~ gained in the course of the years at 
different positions in the Co-operative. 

The operational person~el are &11 on-the-job trained. 

There is ~o maintena~ce personnel peroanently employed. A~ 
arrangeme::1t was made in the past with a small local company 
which has a qualifie~ electrician-cur.-refrigeratio~ technicia~. 
He may be called at any ti::ie, wf'ek-da:: or not, and is pres~::!al;)!y 
very fa~:;iar with t~c installations. 
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Considering the size of the plant, this solution is probably the 
cheapest and most practical and should work satisfactorily as 
long as the personal relations with the dairy plant personnel 
are good. 

3.4 Present status 

The building is in a reas~nably good condition but the floors 
bear the signs of many years wear. 

The head exchanger is in a poor state of repair, with water leak
ing out of the couplings, and seemingly also from a few cracks. 
The bottling line reportedly has frequent operational distur
bances. The bottle-washer leaks in several places inside. There 
are no spare parts in stock aw.I the manufacturing company does 
not exist any more. Severe probl~s are also encountered with 
spare parts to the Ford bottle-filler due to the current economic 
situation in Zambia with regard to foreign exchange. ~ith in
stallation of the new Pre-Pac machine the problec should be 
solved. 

The hygienic conditions in the plant could be improved, es
pecially the cream separation procedure, where a more approp
riate system should be considered on future rehabilitation of 
the plant. 

It appears, hovever, that the routine cleaning of the dairy is 
satisfactory. 

At present the milk deliverec to the dairy is not subject to 
any tests for quality or fat content. This may ~ork out vhen 
there are only six suppliers, but there i$ ah.-ays a risk in
volved ~hich it is rather unnecessary to take. With an in
creasing nu~~er of suppliers in the future, sot:?e of them probably 
inexperienced, there are good reasons to start testing all rnilk 
for quality properties. 

The fat content is reportedly 3.87. on an a~erage. The farmers 
are paid a fixed price of K 1.25/l regardless of the quality and 
fat content of their milk. The dairy herds vary from one farm 
to another - some have Jersey and Jersey crosses, some have 
Friesian-type cattle and so~e have animals more of the tradi-
tional type. 

It would thus seem reasonable to pay the fanner according to 
fat content of the cilk and vith a deduction for milk which is 
not up to standard. The importance of using this as afi incentiv~ 
to the dairy farmers tc supp~y good quality milk should not be 
neglected. The matter beco~ts even mere important when the 
product list is increased in the future. 
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The intake of milk varies according t~ the season and so does 
the sale of consumer milk. There is a peak in production from 
the end of November to approximately mi~-February. The sale of 
milk, on the other hand, is low during this period. From mid
Match there is normally an increased demand with good sales 
March through September, when it drops again. 

At present level of intake, about 4 000 I/day, approximately 
25% of the milk is "surplus". This is made into sour milk and 
sold at K 1.20/l instead of th~ G~vernnent set retail price of 
K 1.52/1 or whclesale price of K 1.40/l for consumer milk. The 
ratio between sales of retail and wholesale milk is about 50:50. 
The monthly losses may thus be estimated at some K 7 800. 

The alternative of processing yoghurt is now under consideration 
by the management and a quotation has been received for the 
necessary equipment and installations for yoghurt-II:aking, and 
also for replacement of the pasteurizer. 

It is expected that the Asian population in the Livingstone 
urban area are potential b~yers. No far-reaching investigations 
have hitherto been carried out to quantify the demand. 

An alternative would be to start cheese manufacturing, which is 
deemed to be less of a gamble, since the cheese can always be 
marketed elsewhere, providing the type and quality of cheese 
is in conformity with the de~and. 

Assu=ing that 1 000 1 of milk would be available ~or cheese-making, 
and that a low-fat type of cheese is to bet.ad:, the gross in-
come ?er month would approach K ~O 000 if the whclesale price of 
butter is K 12/kg and of cheese K 15/kg. 

The economy of producing full fat cheese should also be looked 
into. 

The difference in cot!!parison with the present situation, when 
~he milk is sold sour, would be about K 4 000 in favour of the 
cheese alternative, but still a C!Uch poorer result than when 
the milk can be sold as consumer milk. 

This is only a suggestion, but it shows that different alterna
tives should be contemplated and weighed against the investment 
require~~nts, and certainly ~lsc the prospects of funding the 
project. 

The sour milk alternative requires no investment, whereas the 
cheese alternative would need investoent in vats and some in
stallations and equipment which could presuma~ly ~e located in 
the butter-mal:ing r~om. If tht- ::arket preferenct is for hard 
type cheese which has to mature ~ver a certai:-: pf::-iod, a storage 
roo~ with controllec clicatt wo~:d also have to be arranged. 
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To avoid mistakes being made, a comprehensive study must be 
carried out, where all parameters are considered including 
training of personnel and possible need for technical assis-
tance. 

3.7 Guide lines for the future -------------
There is reportedly a trend to~ards increased production of 
milk in the area. This is also shown in the intake figures 
which have been presented for the past four years, and an 
intake between 7 000 and 8 000 l/day has been set as a target. 
A few potential suppliers have expressed their interest and 
the target may be reached in the early 1990s. 

This suggests that the plant should be rehabilitated without 
increasing the capacity. A detailed study should be made re
garding the alternatives for utilization of excess milk, 
vhere the overall merits and demerits are compared in order to 
ensure that future investments are r.ot wasted. 

A note of warning for the future is the economic situation of 
the Co-operative. Expansion and development will be difficult 
as long as the liquidity of the enterprise is fragile. Efforts 
must be made by the management, and not least by the Board of 
Directors, to consolidaLe the econorey without undue delay. 

Bonuses for milk delivered will have to be cut out and a 
stringent economic plan worked out, aiming at financial 
strength to give the ~.anaging Director and the Board better 
scope to develop the Co-operative. 

In contrast with many other co-operative ventures, the Zambezi 
Co-operative Dairies appear to have the current overall potential 
to succeed. 

• 
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